
Rathdowney Rumble  

Ride Report  
A year can be a long time in anyone’s time line let alone aligning it to a specific event and then 

hoping the planets align. Well that’s exactly what I did last year when I could not attend the 

Rathdowney Rumble and was pleased to see it again appear in the calendar. I quickly booked the 

date into the family calendar although even as late as the week before I was challenged with my 

daughter’s 12th birthday party. Family negotiations successful my attendance guaranteed. 

It was to be my first ride in 6 months, a result of ongoing family commitments with athletics, not 

that I am complaining. My time has long past for glory, theirs is hopefully just beginning. 

A 4am rise with the sun still some time away and when the car’s external temp registered 1 degree 

followed by a warning of icy roads meant a cold start lay before. I decided to begin acclimatising by 

turning off the heater in lieu of cooler air….not really sure if it made a lot of difference. 

A good turnout of 29 riders greeted the outside temperature with grass that snapped, crackled and 

popped under ones feet before the rising sun began transforming a dark void into a silhouette of 

distant hills and peaks that would be our playground for the next 8-10 hours.  

When I arrived Roger was there to greet me wearing nothing more than his riding knicks, thongs ( 

insert footwear reference) and no top….WHAT !!!!!Does he not have any feelings, does he not get 

that it’s only 1-2 degrees. Perhaps this is a sign of his madness and his ride route was the jewel in the 

crown, time would tell if madness would again surface. 

The ride was also a charity ride for “Smiling for Smiddie”, a well-known fundraising charity for cancer 

research, a modern disease that I am sure has touched us all by its far reaching expanses at some 

time. 

Ride brief completed we were off and no sooner had we left two groups had formed. I was caught in 

no man’s land which was made more uncomfortable by the fact I was unclear which part of my body 

was more at risk of shattering from the cold….fingers, toes or jaw. The penalty I guess for not being 

attentive and securing the wheel of another. The view of the early sun breaking though and hitting 

Mt Lindesay’s eastern flank was inviting but had no impact on the air temperature in the valley 

below where it remained very cool. 

Once in the lead group, thanks to hitching a ride on Andy’s wheel the temperature rose and allowed 

for conversation to begin with relative fluency and understanding. In between words the observing 

of kangaroos darting from their roadside forages to the safety of the fields kept all alert and 

attentive.  

The first climb of the day was to the border amongst the foothills of Mt Lindesay and Mt Barney. A 

climb of approximately 10 kilometres where a very courteous gradient made it very palatable 

indeed. It didn’t take long though for the lead group to begin splintering and whilst I was happy to 

not be one of the first to be dropped I wasn’t far behind. Once off the back I climbed the remainder 

at my own pace enjoying the scenery on offer. 



A quick stop half way to snap a couple of 

pics and some of the local creative works 

of art helped pass the climb more easier. 

Question Time: 

Andrew and Roger… does this qualify as a 

White Horse…I think its rust that creates 

those black flecks ???? 

 

 

 

 

The final push to the top again allowed a 

second photo session (secret Audax 

coding for “I need a break”) this time as 

riders one by one crested the range.  

I had to fit Roger in somewhere so better 

early when he was looking good. 

Soon after the border crossing the 

downhill run into Woodenbong 

commenced with the roads considered 

acceptable quality especially when 

compared to what was to come.  

The bends in particular where smooth 

and made for some excellent cornering 

at speed. No sooner had we left the 

border crossing we had covered the final 

12 odd kilometres to Checkpoint One at 

“Lynda’s Pitstop” in Woodenbong where 

coffees and cake (amongst other things) greeted us. It was also where the group was introduced to 

the Audax style of riding and in particular the support.  



Kym and Miranda had laid out a 

wonderful spread of sweets and 

savouries that would tempt even the 

most discerning of culinary critics.  

Add to this Miranda’s job of checking in 

riders and placing the now infamous 

sticker on the brevet. A job she executed 

so well and all with a beaming smile and 

a calming voice.  

Gets better though, freshly brewed 

coffees to order put on by our host 

Grahame & Lynda topped of one great 

checkpoint. 

Mind you Roger’s most expensive shout 

ever. 

 

And so on we reluctantly pushed towards Urbenville… Before us would be the significant climb up to 

Toolum Lookout, a climb of 6km with some pinches in excess of 8% and some topping 10%.  The 

roads became the topic of conversation with the quality certainly becoming questionable. Really not 

sure how the locals put up with it but I guess in the country you simply learn to put up with what you 

have and anything extra is a bonus. 

I found myself riding alongside Elaine for the first part of this section enjoying great conversation 

about all sorts of things but the feeling of riding strongly started to fade as my legs where telling me 

that a combination of a 10km run coupled with a game of hockey the previous day and not having 

ridden for six months all combined to bring misery to the surface.   

I bid farewell to Elaine as she moved of into the distance thinking to myself I hope I wasn’t the last 

rider as I wasn’t carrying a pump so any puncture would have been challenging. Despite looking for it 

everywhere I just couldn’t find it…I wondered if it had been left at Simon’s house. Anyway I decided 

to just tempo ride to wherever the road provided relief and soon found myself joined by Hugh and 

then Roger. Collectively riding through the gravel sections we soon passed a larger group rendered 

immobile by a puncture.  Hugh and I continued with Roger doing the RO thing and riding at the back 

of the field looking after the stragglers. 

The roads continued to be of challenging quality, both on uphill and downhill sections although their 

impact was more felt on the downhills where the bike and every joint in the body was shaken to the 

absolute limit. On very few occasions was there a ride line free from bumps, holes or inconsistent 

surface. Part of the ride’s challenge I guess. 

Hugh by now had pushed on leaving me behind on the run towards the turnoff that would signify 

the Toolum Lookout climb. But worse than that was the thought I would soon be at the back of the 

field alone (remember….no pump) and when Roger came whizzing past with a few encouraging 

words I was now getting a little anxious. In no time Roger was at least a kilometre ahead, that did my 

head in, was I that slow…..yep. 



The turnoff that said  “Urbenville”, 

arrived and would be Checkpoint 

Two at 100 of 160km’s.  

Roger and Hugh had both taken the 

opportunity to wait and adjust all 

things cycling. A quick stop myself 

and on and up. 

The next 6kms though would be the 

hardest and most challenging as we 

would top out at around 780 metres,   

a rise of around 355 metres. 

Roger soon caught me (again) and 

reminded me of that honey shot 

given to all riders at the start. I 

stopped and took in this energy burst 

which I must say worked a treat and 

provided much needed energy to get 

to the summit.  

Once there a quick rest, admiration of the scenery and a quick thought of what our early settlers 

must have seen many years ago as they sought to open up the country to pasture. All I could see as 

far as the eyes could see was mountainous terrain separated by wide valleys. 

The descent from Toolum Lookout was horrible, cold for starters and bumpy and that’s a nice 

description, it was in reality crappy.  

 

One of the big questions I faced throughout the day was whether or not to lose my ride jacket, arm 

& leg warmers and gloves. Despite the sun shining its warmth was not present and in the shadows 

on the lee side of the descents it was very cold indeed. Let’s say all items remained in place. 

 

At the bottom of the descent Roger in 

his pre ride brief told us of the bridge 

where the boards ran lengthways 

posing a danger to riders should you 

get wheels caught in between the 

planks. Best to walk across he said. 

 

If this was the bridge Roger that is 

some mighty big gaps between the 

planks. 

 

I will say there was bridge further on 

that did fit the description but any 

opportunity is always taken. 

 

 



At this stage I was all alone and knew the only riders behind me were Roger and Chris “Froomey” 

Geeves who also was having a tough day at the office. 

 

I thought to myself keep pushing on and don’t get caught, the last thing I wanted was to get to 

Checkpoint Two and be the last to leave. I always like a good break between stages and I was now 

feeling the effects of this first ride back. 

 

For those that know me I don’t use a ride 

computer, don’t have a distance measuring 

device of any sort. It’s as basic a rider can 

ride with so I never know how far I have to 

go to a certain point, how fast I am travelling 

or how far I have gone. Just not a gadgets 

person. My method is one of estimation then 

take a third of. I never thought a sign that 

has a 50 in a circle would be so welcomed as 

when I came across it when entering 

Urbenville and before long a blue ute atop a 

small rise parked alongside the roadside park 

that would be Checkpoint Two was sighted. 

 

Again Kym had laid out a wonderful spread of fruits, high carb foods, soft drinks, chips for salt, lolly 

bags. So great to have such great support. And yes Miranda did welcome us all in one by one to get 

her stickers affixed quickly to the brevets and record our times. 

 

We enjoyed a fine sunny disposition in Urbenville and made the stay a little longer than normal. 

Roger, Chris and I pushed of last and soon it was Roger that left us as we bid our farewells to 

Woodenbong for another year and headed back up the range. Chris and I would now not see 

another rider each until the end. 

 

At the top of the climb the run across the top seemed to take forever with every upward undulation 

putting pressure on the front of my right knee. With an ensuing finals series two weeks away with 

hockey I decided to not risk any permanent damage and simply ride home. Chris had reached the 

top and we descended to the valley floor where I was for the first time able to pace a fellow rider 

home. It’s not a strong point of mine and usually I am the one being paced so it felt good to be able 

to help someone else. 

 

Arriving back at Rathdowney was met with a mixture of emotions. Disappointed yes that I had not 

completed the course proper, relieved that I was now back within reach of my car that would take 

me home, relived that my butt could now be removed from the seat and that my knee could finally 

get some reprieve. That said I was also very satisfied to have taken on the ride, I will be back to 

tackle it again, next time in hopefully better condition and more prepared.  

 

To all the riders both young and old, non audax and audax, male & female…congratulations to you 

all for taking part in what was a fantastic day on the bike. The scenery was amazing, the roads crap 

but the company and purpose brilliant. 

 



Well done Kym and Miranda for your support, these rides are often remembered for the support 

and you girls have ensured that continues. 

 

To Roger, thanks for the coffee and for a truly great course…we didn’t expect anything less though 

although not much in the way of white horses, windmills and gravel. 

 

See you all next year…….Rodney  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   


